unite
what if...
we made more city into housing, more housing into city
- faded the limits, changed the roles?

include at different levels - the city context

city today

what if...

the city consists of several non-places - spaces that
rather exclude people, serve
as a transportation connection or commercial hubs

we did more articulated and allocated spaces that include people and are
in harmony with the everyday life?

we need to conquer the city, and
make it belong to its citizens

A new form of a square that mirrors our aim to turn
a space into a place surrounded by non-profit-driven functions for people at different stages in life. We
want the place to be for the whole neighbourhood in
a long term perspective - a meeting place for academy, housing and city life, focusing on collaborations with Chalmers and Gothenburg Art association.
The actual square extends to the designated project

a new form of a square that mirrors our aim to turn a space
into a place surrounded by
non-profit
driven
functions

plot and therefore shades away the rigid barrier between the blocks. It unites all people and enhances
social inclusion - one has a good sight both to Gibraltargatan and Chalmers, and one can pass the square
without a direct need to socialize. Nevertheless, it is
formed to invite for meeting and intercourse
with neighbors and citizens within an urban-, educational- and recreational context.

The hierarchy of the streets is linked to the
surrounding urban structure. The exhibition
hall opens up both towards the uplifted square
and Gibraltargatan that has a more commercial
character. The Southern street has an open
kindergarten, an outdoor play area and an office pool
facing the square and Chalmers as Gibraltarvallen
is designated only for pedestrians and activities.

The new street facing south is a consequence
of Gibraltargatan and Gibraltarvallen, verges
Kopparparken with Gibraltargatan and functions
as a walkthrough for many university students and
workers. Bicycle pool and culture/event spaces
characterize both the academic and recreational
character of the city. The density of the columns on the
ground floor also reflects the hierarchy of the streets.
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ground entrance - outdoor play area

architectural sustainability

unite

housing today

what if...

people are ruled by the injunctive regulations and norms which even set
its stamp on housing through articulated and divided rooms that are
separate or bounden to each other

we made more city into
housing, more housing into city
- faded the limits, changed the roles?

the affect is seen in social structure
and the home can become a hinder for
the residents to conduct their lifestyle

what if...
we did more general rooms that don’t define
human in which way to live, but still preserve the elementary architectonic qualities?
instead
take
on
account
human
being’s
basic
needs
translated into architecture and a freedom of being able to live in an apartment
that allows a mosaic of ways of living

The project combines timber and brick throughout the
building and the urban square. The façades combining
spruce boarding treated with a transparent finish
and charred timber sourced from Swedish woods
mirror the Nordic tradition of wood construction.
The rhythm between the façade division and
contrast between interposed balconies and a closed
window façade generate a three-dimensional
surface which has various characters depending
on
the
season
and
light
circumstances.

east façade 1:200

The horizontal band unifies both sides of
the long façades and gables, as well as the
equivalent interior spaces generating a sheltered
space on the balconies and an interior bench.
Pinewood is used in the interior wall panels,
flooring and balconies. Brick is brought up to
every floor through the circular elevator and
stairwells. Brick extends from the stairwells into the
entrances inside the apartments and service cores.

The ground floor is partially opened up 4.5 m
where social functions generate passages and
possibilities for spontaneous play and socializing.
The ground floor refers to Alvar Aalto’s rounded forms,
combination of brick and timber. Lina Bo Bardi’s
Sao Paulo Art Museum is an example of social inclusion
in a public space. Our aim is to translate the qualities of
transparency, lightness and suspension within a scandinavian
context without divisions into rooms or rigid timelines.

south façade 1:200

north façade 1:200

west façade 1:200
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include at different levels - the housing

L
79

Implementing more dwelling into a city gives the
ground floor a possibility to become more anonymous
as many of the everyday functions are placed elsewhere
around the residents, both on the entrance floor but
also on the top roof. The latter combined with general
rooms, wet rooms and shafts in darker cores, enable
the residents to have a more flexible plan that is in line
with the lifestyle and life situation they are conducting.

XL
116,5
XS
33,5

28

The free open plan is also suited for a whole
normal plan being turned into an office. Office
functions such as kitchens, storages and printers
can be placed in between the service cores.

28

XS
33,5

The horizontal band affects the interiors both
on the facades with and without balconies. The
façade with balconies folds up 0.5 meters into
being a part of the balcony balustrade. These 0.5 m
generate a sheltered space for furniture, storage and
frames in the interior with the exterior space.
The interior can be fully opened up to the balcony
which becomes an extension of the interior.
On the contrary, the façade without balconies
get
a
0.5m
integrated
interior
bench.
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divided average floor plan 1:200

include at different levels - the residential facilities
The architectural focus is on movements and contrasts
between the dark core and the light windows. The
functional box-walls are placed around the core.
The box-walls are connected to rails on
the constructive LVL beams on the ceiling.
Through horizontal movement of the bow-wall the residents
are able to create flexible spaces with the combination
of movable wall partitions and sliding doors.
Box-walls and movable wall partitions are an
extension of the room and can be used in a
variety of ways. A solid pinewood construction
functions as a sound reduction between the rooms.
The box-walls are not considered as a compact
living-solution, instead they function as fixed walls
through their thickness and weight and allow the
long-term perspective living, as changes can be
implemented without moving or renovating the dwellings.
Because of the free floor plan and will
choosing by themselves on how to use their
the different dividing parts on the average
are categorized into sizes named XL, L, M,

to people
apartment,
floor plan
S and XS.

3 pc XL 116,5 m²
3 pc L 79 m²
5 pc M 60-68,5 m²
3 pc S 42,5-46 m²
3 pc XS 33,5 m²
17 apartments per floor
113 apartments in total
1 152,5 / 1 430 m² per floor
living area / gross floor area
e: 12 000 m²

open average floor plan 1:200

include at different levels - the residential facilities
Functions that can easily be shared with the other
residents are placed at the rooftop-level. These spaces
enhance the communal aspects of sharing the everyday
life together, as well as sharing the functions that
had otherwise eaten up square meters in relation to
the time spent on these functions in an apartment.
Each building facilitates shared functions such as a
laundry, storage, sauna and a multifunctional room with a
kitchen and entry to the rooftop terrace for urban farming.
Storage for additional and reserve shelves for the functionall
box-walls is placed on the rooftop floors Furthermore,
resident’s storage can be moved to cellar plan in order
to develop the roof top floors and the social functions.
The north-facing middle part is a connecting point for
all the residents including spaces for handicraft and
DIY. Equipment for different purposes are shared with
the residents in order to enhance a sustainable lifestyle.
Shared functions:
DIY-room - hobby room
Sauna & balcony
Multipurpose room with kitchen
Terrace
Laundry

6th floor

9th floor

7th floor

rooftop plan 1:200
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interior apartment

functional box-wall

opening / wardrobe / bookshelf / door
1:50

XL size 1:100

XL size 1:100

XL size family 1:100

XL size collective / hostel 1:100

XL size living / working 1:100

XL size office 1:100
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east façade towards exhibition hall

L size 1:100

L size 1:100

L size family 1:100

L size collective / hostel 1:100

L size living / working 1:100

L size office 1:100
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ecological sustainability
A green roof surrounds the roof plans on each building
contributing to the biodiversity of fauna and flora and
improving the residents’ health and comfort. Water
from the green roof is lead into bioinfiltration and
small street creeks on the square through drainage
pipes that are integrated into the external walls and
columns on the ground floor. The creeks network allow
the water to be gathered in a bigger water element.
Photovoltaic solar shutters are integrated into the
balcony construction and function as a privacy shield

detail
and protection against the sun and weather with solar
modules to generate electricity. The rounded steel
balusters on the balconies are integrated balconies
and solar panels are placed on the rooftops. A radiant
floor system is used considering the effectivity,
sustainability and the design aims. The heating warms the
floor, objects and people in a room for optimal comfort.
The charring technique of the facade creates a powerful
visual effect but also wraps up wood in a layer of carbon
that’s highly resistant to mould, insects, water and fire.

Gothenburg city engages for a car-free future and
invests on projects and benefits for a more sustainable
transportation. We thing that it is reasonable to
reduce the number of parking through the area
by the fact that the whole new Gibraltarvallen
can have a common car pool, just like we
have a bicycle pool for everyone. A common
parking garage for the neighborhood could be
placed
either
under
our
building,
or
any of the remaining plots in the area.

The construction consist of LVL Rib slab constructed from
Laminated Veneer Lumber (LVL) panels and beams. The
construction is more material efficient than a solid CLT
slab and enables good loadbearing capacity and long spans.
Cicular elevator shafts and staircases are constructed
with brick and structural timber in order to enable the
4.5 m open space on the ground floor with the timber
columns connected to the LVL Rib slabs. Wooden trusses

are integrated on to the rooftop plan as a complement
for the loadbearing system. Open box construction is
chosen for an easy erection of acoustics insulation and
installations. Shafts, technic and air inlets and outlets
for the combination of natural and mechanical
ventilation are integrated within the circular masonry shafts.
Installations are lead into to the apartments/offices
through a service core that runs through the building.

exhaust air

solar panels

biotope roof

-- green roof -vegetation
substrate
separation fabric
drainage layer
root barrier
waterproof layer
100 thermal insulation
vapour barrier
100 CLT

photovoltaic
solar shutters
photovoltaic
balustrade

service core

fresh air through
the circular shafts

east entrance

gallery and exhibition hall

social area

greenery

bioinfiltration

open kindergarten

west entrance

section 1:200

-- external wall -23 charred spruce panel
32 ventilation + batten
9 sheathing board
timber frame + insulation
140 CLT
13 gypsum fiberboard
23 pinewood panel

Charred Spruce panel

steel balustrade

-- floor -28 pinewood flooring
40 floating screed slab
underfloor heating
filter cloth
30 sound isolation
436LVL Rib slab 435 + insulation 100
32 batten
13 gypsum fibreboard
pinewood paneling

spruce panel with
transparent finish

glass

acoustic curtains

-- ground -60 brick
50 bedding sand
compacted aggregate base
geotextile
compacted soil
-- floor -30 brick
concrete floor slab
insulation

red brick

detail façade 1:20

detail section 1:20
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stairwell

M size 1:100

S size 1:100

M size 1:100

S size 1:100

M size single parent & children 1:100

S size family 1:100

M size collective / hostel 1:100

S size collective / hostel 1:100
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M size living / working 1:100

M size office 1:100

S size living / working 1:100

S size office 1:100
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northwest view towards the square

XS size 1:100

XS size collective / hostel 1:100

XS size 1:100

XS size couple 1:100

XS size living / working 1:100

XS size office 1:100

Reflection
Our work has been research based, and therefore a big part of
the process has been to research our approach of implementing
more housing into city and more city into housing. We looked
back to historical references of public spaces and the concept
of a square, and how to re-thinking the city and housing by
partially dismantling the way of defining a square and a block.
We researched Adam Caruso’ and Camillo Sitte’s texts to understand
the difference between a house and a public building and how
we could apply historical references of urban spaces into our
design by finding functions that reflects our current way of
living and defines the place through an academic character
that meets the rest of the square and the functions. The square
becomes a prolonging of non-profit-driven functions, which

we consider as an essential part of creating a place instead of
a space that otherwise becomes a characterless through pass.
Marc Augé writes about non-places and the time aspect between
space and place - space reflecting a more temporary and
place a longer stay. Wang Jun-Ang discusses “the art of space”
in his book A study of the concept of place. A particular place
has to be given a particular character. Therefore architecture is
a creation of place, which is not only a matter of space but also
that of form through which space becomes place.
Through our studies we found out how place and space
have been equal throughout the history of a human.
Inspiration
is
also
found
from
Le
Corbusier’s
way of permitting the hovering planes and overlapping

which
often
appears
in
contemporary
art.
These considerations lead into formulating our “what if”questions both in the city and housing context. Finally,
the symbiosis between architecture, city and social reality
are important themes in our project. The project would be
considered as a first step towards the master thesis and we
would like to develop further the ideas from our project.
We formulated the problems into guidelines defining human
being’s basic needs and freedom of being able to live in an
apartment that allows a mosaic of ways of living (hostel,
office, family, single parent, collective, working/living etc.).
“Kvinnors Byggforum” notes the problem with planning
only for the “core-family”. In reality this household type only
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takes up ca. 20% of all household types - the rest consisting
of single- or two-person households. We also address how the
private
part
of
apartments
is
not
prioritized.
Instead it has become trendy to have open plans
without a possibility for tranquility and privacy.
In conclusion, we think that general rooms that do not define
human in which way to live, but which preserve the
elementary architectonic qualities and instead take
on account human being’s basic needs are keys in
order to reflect the residents lifestyle
in combination
with more articulated and allocated spaces that are
in harmony with everyday life - rooms that include
and unite individuals within the urban context.
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